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DERIVATIONS OF SIMPLE C '-ALGEBRAS. II
BY

SHOICHIRO SAKA1 (*

1. Introduction.
In the previous paper [8], the author proved that every derivation
of a simple C*-algebra with unit is inner.
On the other hand, there exist simple C-algebras without unit whose
derivations are not necessarily inner (actually, the author does not know
an example of a simple C*-algebra without unit, in which all derivations
are inner) — for example, the C-algebra C($) of all compact operators
on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space $, and the C*-subalgebra g of
a II^-factor 9K generated by all finite projections. All of these examples
satisfy the following conditions :
Let a be a simple C-algebra. Then there exists a primitive C-algebra D
with unit as follows :
(1) a is a two-sided ideal of 7) [consequently, every element c in D defines
a derivation y on a with y(rc) ==[c, x] (xea)];
(2) for every derivation ^ on a, there exists an element d (unique modulo
scalar multiples of unit) in 2) such that 3 (x) = [d, x] (xe a);
(3) every derivation of 2) is inner,
For example, if a = C(§), then 2) =B($), where B($) is the W*algebra of all bounded operators on §; if a = g, then 2) = 9K. If a
has unit, then a = 3) and so this implies that every derivation of a is
inner. Moreover, these paired algebras (C(§), J3(§)) and (g, 9K) are
important in the study of singular integral operators and the JC-theory
(c/-.[l],[2],[3]).
(*) This research is supported by Guggenheim Foundation and National Science
Foundation.
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In the present paper, we shall show that this situation is generally
true. More strongly, we shall show that for every simple C*-algebra,
there exists a unique primitive C-algebra with unit satisfying the above
conditions. The proof is obtained by a modification of the discussions
of the previous paper. This work is done during the author's visits
to University of Paris and University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The
author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professors Dixmier and
RINGROSE for their hospitality during his stay there.
2. Theorem.
In this section, we shall show the following theorem.
THEOREM. — Let a be a simple C^-algebra. Then there exists one and
only one primitive (^-algebra T) with unit (called the derived C^algebra
of a) satisfying the following conditions :
(1) a is a two-sided ideal of7>;
(2) for every derivation 8 on a, there exists an element d (unique modulo
scalar multiples of unit) in D such that o(x) = [d, x] (rce a);
(3) every derivation of 7) is inner.
To prove the theorem, we shall provide some considerations.
Let {71, § } be an irreducible *-representation of a on a Hilbert
space $. We shall identify a with the image 7i(a). Let ^ be a selfadjoint derivation on a [i. e., 8(xy==—o(x) (xea)]. Then there exists
a bounded self-adjoint operator d on § such that S(x) == [d, x] ([5], [7]).
By considering i + [ | d | | . i + d , we can assume that d^i.
Let 2)o be the C*-algebra on § generated by a and d. Let (ba)ae^
be a directed set of closed two-sided ideals of Ds such that a ^ ,3 implies
b a ^ b p and a n b a = = ( o ) for all aeJ. Put b j = = t h e uniform closure
o f l _ J b a ; then bi is a two-sided ideal for D^. Suppose that
ae7

anbi7^(o). Then for some a in a with \\a\\ ==i, there exists an element b in bay such that | a — b\\ < 1/2. On the other hand, a n bao = (o)
and so a = a/(anbao) == (a +bao)/bao, so that |[ a—b\\^i, a contradiction; Hence anbi===(o).
By Zorn's lemma, there exists a closed two-sided ideal bo in Dg which
is maximal in all closed two-sided ideals b with a n b == (o). Consider
the quotient algebra Ds/bo (say (£§). We shall identify a with the
image in (£5 under the cannonical mapping. Then for any non-zero
closed two-sided ideal J of ®o, a n J ~^- (o).
We have the following situation : there exists an element r in ®o such
that r^i, o(x) == [r,x] (a* e a) and ®o is generated by a and r. Let di
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be the C-subalgebra of (£§ generated by a and the unit, and let Jo be
the least closed two-sided ideal of (£3 such that Jo 2 a.
Suppose that Jo 3 ci; then there exists a self-adjoint element s in Jo
such that s^di. In fact, otherwise ai3Jo3a and so cii==Jo; then
di == (£§, so that a is a two-sided ideal of (£§'; hence a == Jo, a contradiction.
Let S be the set of all self-adjoint linear functionals f on (£3 with
f(di) == o and [|f||^i. S is <T((£?, ®§)-compact, where (Er? is the dual
Banach space of (£5.
Since s^Oi, there exists an extreme point g in S such that g(s) ^ o.
Let g = gi—g^ be the orthogonal decomposition of g with yi, gi^o,
I) ^ 11 = II ^i 11 + I! ^211. Put \ = ffi + ^ and let { T^, §s;} be the *-representation of (So on a Hilbert space ^ constructed via ^.
LEMMA 1. — Le< 7r^(ai) &e <Ae weaA closure of 7^(di) on §;. T/ien
7^(01) is a factor,
The proof of this lemma is exactly same with the proof of lemma 1 in
the previous paper [8].
LEMMA 2. — TT^ (a) == (o).
Proof. — Suppose that 7:^(0)^(0). Then 7^(a) == 7r;(ai), since ^(a)
is an ideal of 7^(ai), and 7^(ai) is a factor.
Let 7^(r)===p +(^(r)—p) with pe7^(ai) and 7r^(f)—peTr^ai)'
(c/'. the proof of lemma 2 in [8]). Let C be the commutative C*-algebra
generated by 7r^(r)—p and 1^,, and let JR be the C*-algebra generated
by 7^(tti) and C.
Then JR can be canonically identified with 7^(cii)(g)C (cf. [10]).
dim(C)^ 2, for if dim(C) = i, then ^((£5) = ^(di) and so ^i(s) == ^(s),
a contradiction.
Now let ^i be a state on ^(Oi) with^i(w) = (wl;,l^) (we ^(ai)), and
let %t, ^2 be two different characters of C with
%i (^ (^) — P) 7^ %2 (^ (r) — p).

Then i;i 0 %i and ^i ® ^2 are two different states on R.
Put 9,(y) == Si® ^(^(y)) (^e ®o) (i = i, a).
Then cpi (r) 7^ 92 (r). Now it is easy to see that <pi, 92 are factorial
states on (£3 (cf. the proof of lemma 2 in [8]).
Let (7r<p,, $^{ (i == i, a) be the ir-representation of (£o on a Hilbert
space §^ constructed via cpi. Then by the discussions of the proof of the
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theorem in [8], there exist a ^-isomorphism <D of 7r^((£o) onto 7:3;, ((So)
such that
^(^(^)) = 7r^) (^e a0

and

<^(^(r)) == 7^(r) + H^,

where ^ is a real number. Since ^(r)^^^'), ^ 7 ^ 0 (cf. the proof of
the theorem in [8]); hence || 7^(r) (1 > 1) n^(r) |j or [| 7r^(r) |j < [| n^r) [|.
This implies that the kernel J of TT^ or TZ^ in (£3 is not zero.
Since a is simple, a n J = (o), a contradiction. This completes the
proof.
Therefore 7^(a) = (o) and [so 7r^(s) = o, since 5 belongs to ;the least
closed two-sided ideal Jo of CEo containing a. This contradicts to
g(s)^o and so a == Jo, i. e. a is a two-sided ideal of (£o. Now we
shall show the theorem..
Proof of theorem. — Let D be the set of all self-adjoint derivations on a.
By the preceding discussions, for each 8eD, there exist a C-algebra ®o
with unit and a positive element do in Co such that do^i, ®s is generated by a and ds, a is a two-sided ideal of ®o, and 8(x) = [do, x] (xe a).
Now let S 7:1, §1} be an irreducible ^-representation of a on a Hilbert
space §1. Let (£F be the second dual of So; then it is a W*-algebra
(cf. [9]). Let a00 be the bipolar of a in (£F; then a00 is a o-closed
two-sided ideal of ®r. Hence there exists a central projection z in ®o*
such that a°°==(£o*z. Since a00 can be considered as the second dual
of a, )7Ti, $1} can be uniquely extended to a W*-representation
i Ti-r, §1 j of a00 on §1 (cf. [4], [6]). Since a^er-o ®6^ we can define
a *-representation, {7r°,, §1} of (£3 such that ^ (y) = 7rf(yz) (ye (£5).
Then clearly, T^ (x) = Tii (a;) (a;e a).
Let 3) be the C*-algebra on §1 generated by 7Ti(a) and all
Tr^do) (^eD). Then Tri(do) ^i(a), 7:1 (a) 7r5 (do) c Tii (a) and so 7:1(0)
is a two-sided ideal of 2). Since arbitrary derivation of a can be written
as a linear combination of self-adjoint derivations of a, for every derivation 8 of 7Ti(a), there exists an element do in T) such that 8(x) = [do, x]
(^€7Ti(a)). Since 7Ti(a) is irreducible, such a do is unique modulo
scalar multiples of unit. Moreover, let ? be a derivation of ?); then there
exists an element / in S such that <?(y) == [t, y] (yeS) ([5], [7]).
On the other hand, for arbitrary positive element q of 7Ti(a),
?(q^q^) == ?(g1/2)yl/2+ ^(^eTT^a);
hence 3(7Ti (a)) c ^i (a).
Therefore there is an element t, in 2) such that S(x) == [t,x] == [<i, x]
(rce7ri(a)), and so f = = ^ i +^1^-
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Hence every derivation of T) is inner. Since T) is irreducible, it is
primitive. Now we shall identify a with TTi (a). Then we establish the
existence of a derived C*-algebra of a.
Finally, we shall show the uniqueness of 3). Let T)i be another derived
C*-algebra of a; since a is a two-sided ideal of 2)i, by the preceding
considerations, we have a ^-representation } ^2, $i} of S)i on the Hilbert
space §1 such that 7:2 (x) == TTi (x) (x € a).
For ^eD, there are ds, ds such that do€ D, d^ € Si, and
8 (a;) = [rfg, a;] == [dg, x]

(xe a).

Hence d§—7:2(^5) == ^1$ and so 7:2 (®i) = !). Therefore ^2 will give
a *-homomorphism of 2)i onto 2) such that 7:2 (a;) ==rc (rrea).
Let K be the kernel of 7:2. For ueJC,
TTi ([u, ^]) == [7:2 (u), 7:2 (x)] = [7:2 (u), x] == o

(x e a)

and so [u, a;] == o for all rce a.
Hence u = o and so 7:2 is a -Ar-isomorphism of 3)i into T). This completes the proof.
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